THREE IMPORTANT ITEMS...

CORRUGATED CARDBOARD

In order to save money and meet the terms of the new curbside waste collection agreement, it is important that residents flatten, bundle and tie corrugated cardboard at the curb. By collecting and separating clean, corrugated cardboard from the recycling stream, money is saved in disposal fees (The per ton cost to dispose of trash is $90 versus $136 per ton to dispose of recycling). Your efforts to flatten and tie corrugated cardboard in manageable bundles assists with proper collection and disposal. Corrugated cardboard that is not clean, flattened and tied will be left uncollected. Please note that residents can also dispose of flattened corrugated cardboard in the bin at the rear of the Public Safety Building, 3 Drinkwater Road. Additionally, glass bottles are not recycling; please place in trash bin/bags.

GENERAL ELECTION,
NOVEMBER 3, 8 AM TO 8 PM, TOWN HALL

Please note that there is a change in the foot traffic pattern of voting for the General Election. As was done at the September Primary Election, voter access and egress will be conducted in one direction.

The change for the General Election is that voters will ENTER at the FRONT of the Town Hall rather than the town hall addition door. Voters will continue through the meeting hall voting place to EXIT by way of the hallway to the BACK of the Town Hall.

REOPENING OF TOWN HALL (COVID-19)

At its meeting of October 21, 2020, the Board of Selectmen approved a plan to reopen the Town Hall to the public, by appointment only, effective November 9. Please call to schedule an appointment. At all times, CDC guidelines of six-foot distancing and use of hand sanitizer will be in place; masks MUST be worn. Please know that all employees are working and that telephone calls and email messages remain a good option to conduct business during this pandemic. We thank all residents for their help, understanding and patience during this time.
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